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Abstract
This paper reports on the genetic and environmental bases of differences in reading and spelling in a large unselected
adolescent twin sample. The dual route cascaded (DRC) model of reading is introduced and used to provide
endophenotypes for the basic psychological functions underlying reading. The model is then extended to a complementary
dual-route model for spelling with tests tapping lexical and sublexical routes to spelling. Univariate analyses of the DRC-
based phenotypes are reported. Model fitting supported high levels of additive genetic control over learning to read
(heritabilities of 0.73, 0.71, and 0.61 for irregular, nonword, and regular word reading respectively), with remaining variance
being best modelled as unique environment (including measurement error) rather than differences between families. Again,
within the power of the present design, models specifying sex-limited genetic mechanisms were not supported, suggesting
that the genes for both routes to reading are the same for both sexes and control similar proportions of variance. For spelling,
the heritabilities were similar for the tasks corresponding to lexical and nonlexical reading (h

2
=0.76, 0.52 respectively). The

value of future multivariate analyses for testing predictions from competing psychological models of reading are discussed, as
is the need for linkage and association studies and for the development of more basic endophenotypes to fully resolve the
genetic architecture of this important human behaviour.

The ability to read is both a critical factor underlying

access to many positive life outcomes and of great

scientific interest in understanding human cognition

and evolution. It has been estimated that problems

with reading have been proposed to be the single

most significant class of psychological disorder in

adolescents (Spreen, 1988). While little is known

about the biology of reading, heritability data from

U.S. behaviour genetic studies indicate that at least

half of the group deficit (based on studying readers

selected from the lower 10th percentile or the normal

distribution) in reading ability is genetic (DeFries,

Fulker, & LaBuda, 1987; Olson, Wise, Conners, &

Rack, 1989). These data strongly suggest that an

understanding of the genetics of reading will be

invaluable in understanding and treating this dis-

order. This paper reports behaviour genetic analyses

conducted on data from carefully targeted tests of

reading and spelling in normal adolescent Australian

twins. These behavioural data form the first part of a

project examining the molecular genetics of reading

using linkage and association methods, and this

report gives an overview of the sample, the rationale

for choosing biologically-relevant ‘‘endophenotypes’’

(traits that may require experimental means to

assess, but which are thought to be highly penetrant

markers of the underlying genetic basis of a

phenotype) derived from the dual route cascaded

(DRC) computational model of reading (Coltheart,

Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001), and

univariate genetic modelling of the heritability and

environmental determinants of variance in DRC-

based component skills for reading.

The types of questions that genetically informative

samples can answer are wide-ranging (Neale &

Cardon, 1992). Most obviously, twin studies can

address the basic question of the relative importance

of genetic factors in behaviours such as learning to

read and spelling. The nature of environmental

factors can be addressed, distinguishing between
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common environmental effects (effects that are

shared by siblings in a family, such as home

environment variables, and perhaps schooling) and

unique effects (usually including error in measure-

ment). One can thus distinguish between

environmental transmission and genetic transmission

of familial traits and gather valuable clues as to the

locus of environmental effects. In certain samples, it

is possible to distinguish gene effects that depend on

dominance or epistasis. Gene 6 Environment

interactions can be studied, and gender effects can

be explored, including tests for whether genetic or

environmental effects are present in a sex-limited

form; that is controlling different proportions of the

variance in one sex versus the other, or even being

entirely absent in one of the two sexes, as might be

the case for genes that are activated only in one sex.

In longitudinal studies, questions can be asked as to

the change in genetic and environmental effects over

time, in particular whether the same genes operate at

across the life cycle, and whether heritabilities

increase or decline with increasing exposure to the

environment. Clearly these are valuable resources,

addressing questions of great interest in psychology.

Psychological theory also has a lot to offer, as well

as a lot to benefit from, genetically informative data.

A well-specified psychological theory can be used to

generate testable expected patterns of genetic and

environmental variance among groups of behavioural

tests, and the relative fit of relationships predicted by

competing theories can be contrasted. In the present

case, we outline a theory of reading, the DRC model

(Coltheart et al., 2001), which accounts for differ-

ences in reading skill in terms of normal variance in

the modules underlying two dissociable routes for

computing phonology from letter input. Data are

presented on the univariate heritability of DRC-

based reading measures and derivative measures of

spelling. Different models of inheritance are then

contrasted. We end by discussing the value of

extending these analyses into a multivariate frame-

work, and of seeking genetic linkages and

associations, and we consider the kinds of measures

that might best aid future study.

Phenotypes for reading

Researchers into the biological bases of reading are

presented with two related challenges. First,

although reading impairments are heritable, as yet

their biochemical characteristics and biological ori-

gins are poorly understood (Habib, 2000). This

places great importance on the cognitive phenotype

and suggests that a molecular genetic approach may

be valuable in determining the underlying causes of

the disorder. Second, studies of the cognitive

phenotype indicate that skilled reading depends

upon the use of a network of several distinct

computational modules, probably at least seven

(Coltheart et al., 2001; Zorzi, Houghton, & Butter-

worth, 1998). A deficiency in any one of these

modules may result in some or other form of reading

impairment, which means that reading is a complex

phenotype.

Because reading is a complex phenotype, it is

widely acknowledged that genetic progress depends

on moving away from high-level phenotypes, which

confound the basic building blocks of reading, and

towards a comprehensive and direct evaluation of the

basic component processes of reading (Castles,

Datta, Gayan, & Olson, 1999) as best represented

by endophenotypes. In this paper, we assessed

reading using six tests of reading and spelling

developed in line with the DRC computational

model of reading (Coltheart et al., 2001). Because

extensive cognitive experimentation suggests that

these phenotypes closely mirror the architecture of

the reading system itself, it is hoped that their use will

increase the power of linkage analyses over that

possible from measures that confound the function

of multiple modules, decrease the likelihood of

replication failures and, importantly, provide basic

endophenotypes that are more likely to relate to a

manageable set of gene functions.

Dual route model

Skilled reading (both reading aloud and reading

comprehension) appears to be accomplished by a

mental information-processing system that is both

functionally and anatomically modular, as shown by

neurological case-studies in which single modules

have been selectively lesioned by stroke or other

forms of brain damage (Habib, 2000). In a recent

article (Coltheart et al., 2001), we argued that the

leading framework for understanding normal reading

and dyslexia is the DRC model, which is depicted

schematically in Figure 1.

The DRC model proposes that normal reading

requires the operation of multiple dissociable mod-

ules, or encapsulated processing systems, represented

by the boxes in Figure 1, which are connected in a

network that directs processing downwards in a

cascaded fashion. On presentation of a written word,

initial modules detect visual features and identify

letters. Then, and this is a key feature of the model,

output from these common mechanisms is directed

to two separate processing routes that independently

compute the pronunciation of the word and then

converge at the spoken word production level. The

two routes are designated lexical (dashed line) and

nonlexical (dotted line) to reflect their dependence on

whole-of-word recognition (through access to an

orthographic store or lexicon of known words) and
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generative or rule-based construction of phonology

respectively. The two routes are distinguished by

their performance on irregular words such as yacht

(which the lexical route can read aloud correctly, but

which the nonlexical route ‘‘regularises’’ due to its

application of letter – sound rules, which this word

violates), and nonwords such as yot, which the lexical

route cannot read aloud (because there is no entry in

the orthographic lexicon that matches this particular

string of letters) but which the rule-based system can

routinely process. Importantly, although each route

depends on multiple modules, several of these are

shared by both routes: It is the orthographic lexicon

and letter – sound application modules that are unique

to the lexical and nonlexical routes respectively and

which therefore need to be isolated if pure endophe-

notypes are to be obtained.

Differences in reading can be seen as reflecting

different levels of acquisition of elements of this

system. On this view, the precise form of each child’s

reading skill depends upon the pattern of acquisition

of elements of the system. For a considerable

proportion of children identified with difficulties in

reading the cause is a difficulty in acquiring letter –

sound rule application. This is reflected in an

inability to decode unfamiliar words into phonology

or speech sounds, so the child will be unable to use

sounding out as an aid to learning to read. Variance in

this form of reading constitutes the differences used

in defining developmental phonological dyslexia

(Campbell & Butterworth, 1985; Castles &

Coltheart, 1993). Other children have a specific

difficulty at the level of the orthographic lexicon, that

is, a difficulty in building up an extensive sight

vocabulary. Reduced function in this form of reading

is known clinically as developmental surface dyslexia

(Castles & Coltheart, 1996; Hanley, Hastie, & Kay,

1992).

Previous phenotypic studies

Most previous studies have focussed on the herit-

ability of group deficits among twins selected for at

least one member of the twin pair being significantly

(1.5 SD or more) below the mean on one or more

measures of reading. Initial small studies of reading

in these selected groups suggested low heritabilities,

especially for lexical reading (Olson et al., 1989;

Stevenson, 1991), but subsequent research has

indicated substantial heritabilities for a range of

reading measures in a range of samples. Castles et al.

(1999) reported a modest heritability of .31 for

reading impairment among twins selected for one

member having surface dyslexia (shared environ-

ment accounted for 63% of variance), but a much

larger heritability (.67) for the same trait among

twins where at least one member of each twin pair

had phonological dyslexia. Subgroup selections in

Castles et al.’s study were based on irregular-word

and nonword reading. Similar heritabilities have

been reported when alternative measures of compo-

nent processes in reading have been used, such as the

orthographic and phonological choice tasks of Olson

and colleagues (Castles et al., 1999; Gayan & Olson,

2001), although, interestingly, orthographic choice

(recognising the word in pairs such as rane and rain)

was not itself highly correlated with relative nonword

versus exception-word reading skill (Olson, Fors-

berg, & Wise, 1994). Very recently, data from

normal, unselected samples have begun to be

reported (Gayan & Olson, 2003). These data suggest

heritabilities as high as .80 and .87 for nonlexical

reading and lexical reading respectively. Spelling has

been less often examined than reading, and nonword

spelling analogs have not previously been submitted

to genetic analysis. An early analysis of spelling in

112 monozygotic (MZ) and 86 same-sex dizygotic

(DZ) twins suggested an h2 of .6 (DeFries, Steven-

son, Gillis, & Wadsworth, 1991), without

distinguishing the type of word spelled.

The present research examines reading in a

normal unselected sample, using DRC-derived read-

ing measures, and analogous measures of spelling. It

forms one of very few studies to examine the

Figure 1. Dual route cascading (DRC) model of reading. The

direct series of processes constituting the lexical route are

connected with dashed lines, while the nonlexical route compo-

nents are connected with dotted lines. Shared input and out

components are in solid lines.
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heritability of reading in an unselected sample, and

provides preliminary data for further multivariate

and linkage studies on the genetic and environmental

relationships between lexical and nonlexical routes to

reading and to spelling.

Method

Subjects

The results reported here are based on data collected

from late July 2002 through April 2003 as part of an

ongoing study of melanocytic naevi (moles). These

participants were enlisted between 1992 and 1999 by

contacting the principals of primary schools in the

greater Brisbane area, media appeals and by word of

mouth. Informed consent was obtained from all

participants and parents prior to testing. Blood was

obtained from twins, siblings and most parents for

blood grouping and DNA extraction. Parents were

also asked the ancestry of all eight great-grandparents

of the twins. More than 95% of great-grandparents

were identified as being of northern European

ancestry, mainly from Britain and Ireland. Further

details are reported by McGregor et al. (1999) and

the clinical protocols have been described in detail

elsewhere (Wright et al., 2001; Wright & Martin,

2004). Reading and spelling data were collected from

541 families. Although nontwin siblings were also

sampled, only data from twins are reported in the

current analyses. The mean age of the twins in this

sample was 18.5 years (SD=2.7). Participants

received a thank you letter and two complimentary

movie tickets for their participation.

Measures

Each twin received an approach pack in the mail.

The approach pack contained a letter describing the

study and the reading and spelling assessment

instruments in a sealed envelope marked ‘‘Reading

List: Please DO NOT open until an interviewer calls

you. Reading the list prior to the phone call will

disqualify the reading test’’ along with separate

materials for other studies being conducted in this

group (measures of laterality, personality, olfactory

and gustatory perception, and attitudes towards

parenting).

Reading test

Regular-word, irregular-word and nonword reading

were assessed using a 120-word extended version of

the Castles and Coltheart tests (Castles & Coltheart,

1993) with additional items added to increase the

difficulty of this test for an older sample (see

Appendix A). Irregular words are proposed to

provide a pure test of lexical reading, because the

nonlexical route will sound them out incorrectly.

Conversely, nonwords allow for a pure test of

nonlexical reading because entries for nonwords will

not be contained in the lexicon. Regular words can

be read correctly by either the lexical or the

nonlexical route. Words were presented in a mixed

order to avoid blocking effects.

Spelling tests

Regular- and irregular-word spelling was tested by

verbally presenting 18 regular words and 18 irregular

words in random order and recording the subjects’

oral spelling of the words. The items were one-to-

one matched on frequency, number of phonemes

and grammatical class (see Appendix B). Regular

words, of course, cannot be used as a pure test of

nonlexical spelling because these can also be spelled

using the lexical system. It is difficult to assess

nonword spelling because subjects often are not able

to unambiguously identify the desired phonetic

target from the verbal stimulus and, because of this,

spelling errors cannot be categorised as being due to

incorrect spelling of an accurately perceived target

(as opposed to incorrect initial identification of the

target nonword).

In order to examine nonlexical spelling skills, a

new test was developed that was designed to be an

analog of nonword spelling. The test involved

subjects spelling the words given in the irregular

spelling test under a different set of instructions

requiring them to regularise the spellings. Subjects

were told:

‘‘Next I am going to read 18 of those words back to you

again. This time, I would like you to give me a spelling for

each word so that someone who had never seen the word could

still pronounce it properly. For example, if I gave you the

word ‘‘yacht’’ you could say ‘‘Y O T’’. Do you under-

stand?’’

Each word was then presented verbally, and the letter

string used for spelling was recorded. Words were

repeated on request. The acceptable strings for a

correct response are given in Appendix C.

Procedure

Within 2 weeks of the approach pack being mailed a

trained researcher interviewed each participant over

the telephone. The rationale for the study was

explained and if consent was obtained subjects either

completed the reading test during this contact, or at a

later pre-arranged time. As a validity check, each

subject was asked if they had opened the envelope

prior to testing (none reported opening the envelope
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before testing) and whether they agreed to re-test if

required. Four sibpairs (three male DZs and one

male MZ pair) required re-testing (data from these

pairs were anomalous in that one twin was discor-

dant from the sample mean or from their co-twin by

4-5 z-score units on a single test, against a back-

ground of otherwise normal performance). These

eight subjects are being followed up for retest to

exclude the possibility that their initial results were

due to a tester error, data transcription errors, or to

noncompliance or misunderstanding of test instruc-

tions. Their data are not included in the present

analyses. The reading tests, mixed regular- and

irregular-word spelling test, and regularisation-spel-

ling tests were then given, in that order. Each test

was given in accordance with the instructions

outlined above, and responses were recorded for

subsequent scanning into a database. Testing took

less than 15 min. If a blood sample had not yet been

obtained, this was also arranged at this time, if the

subject consented.

Test scores on each of the three reading subtests

and three spelling tests were calculated as a simple

sum of correct items. Prior to analysis, all raw data

were log-odds transformed and normalised. The age-

adjusted polychoric correlations between the differ-

ent tests are shown in Table I, separately for male

and female subjects.

Analyses

Zygosity. Zygosity in the same-sex twin pairs was

diagnosed by typing eight highly polymorphic DNA

microsatellite markers and three blood groups (ABO,

MNS, Rh). The probability of dizygosity, given

concordance for all markers in our panel, was

5 10–3. In 50 pairs of twins for whom DNA was

not available, zygosity was judged by similarity of

appearance based on photographs supplied by the

respondents. Such procedures have previously de-

monstrated at least 95% agreement with diagnoses

based on extensive blood sampling (Martin, 1975;

Ooki, Yamada, Asaka, & Hayakawa, 1990). The

number of complete and incomplete twin pairs,

tabulated separately by zygosity and test, are shown

in Table II.

Analysis of raw continuous data. The application of

raw data methods to continuous data, based on

multivariate normal theory, enables the preliminary

testing of basic assumptions concerning the equality

of means and variances within twin pairs, across sex

and zygosity, as well as tests of hypotheses about the

covariance structure. Because this approach uses

both complete and incomplete twin pair data, it has

the added advantage of increasing the accuracy of the

estimation of the means and variances, thereby

improving the covariance estimates. The scripts used

are available for download at: www.maccs.mq.

edu.au/*tim/research/reading/mxscripts/

Genetic analyses. General, common and scalar sex-

limitation univariate genetic models were fitted to the

data by the method of maximum likelihood in Mx

(Neale, Boker, Xie, & Maes, 2002) to decompose the

total variance in the observed measures into variance

attributable to A (additive genetic effects), D (genetic

dominance effects), C (common environment) and E

(unique environment, including measurement er-

ror). Because MZ twins are genetically identical, the

correlations for additive and nonadditive genetic

effects between MZ twins are both 1. For DZ twins,

the correlations for additive and nonadditive genetic

effects are 0.5 and 0.25 respectively. These relation-

ships are summarised in the path diagram shown in

Figure 2.

In the absence of data from separated twin pairs,

half siblings, or similar pairs of relatives, nonadditive

and shared environmental effects are confounded, so

that only one can appear in a given model. Current

methods use structural equation modelling (SEM) to

decide which combination of the four parameters (A,

C, D, and E) provides the most parsimonious

explanation of the observed pattern of MZ and DZ

twin correlations (Neale & Cardon, 1992) while at

the same time estimating the size of the genetic and

environmental parameters. An important assump-

tion of the biometrical model is that shared

Table I. Age-adjusted polychoric correlations

Female n=*516

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

1. Irregular-word reading 0.64 0.65 0.73 0.58 0.41

2. Regular-word reading 0.64 0.74 0.69 0.66 0.47

3. Nonword reading 0.66 0.70 0.68 0.64 0.54

4. Irregular-word spelling 0.75 0.64 0.66 0.66 0.43

5. Regular-word spelling 0.59 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.42

6. Regularisation spelling test 0.44 0.45 0.60 0.39 0.46

Male n=*478
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environmental effects correlate to an equal extent in

MZ and DZ twin pairs (Kendler, Neale, Kessler, &

Heath, 1994; Xian et al., 2000). Detecting dom-

inance is unlikely given the large sample sizes

required, and, because it is inconceivable that

complex behavioural traits can be measured without

error, all models include an estimate of E.

Briefly, general sex-limitation models hypothesise

that in addition to a common set of genetic and

environmental factors influencing the trait in male

and female subjects, there are additional, sex-specific

genetic effects uncorrelated across sex. Common

sex-limitation models are restricted to common

genetic and environmental factors that are uncon-

strained across sex. Scalar sex-limitation models

remove sex-specific effects and constrain the variance

components for female subjects to be equal to a

scalar multiple (k2) of the male variance components.

Both the common and scalar sex-limitation models

are nested within the general sex-limitation model

and goodness of fit statistics can be used to compare

models. Under maximum likelihood, twice the

Table II. No. complete and incomplete twin pairs by zygosity

Irregular reading Regular reading Nonword reading Irregular spelling Regular spelling

Regularised

Spelling

n=2 n=1 n=2 n=1 n=2 n=1 n=2 n=1 n=2 n=1 n=2 n=1

1. MZFF 69 10 70 11 70 11 70 11 70 11 70 11

2. MZMM 54 11 55 11 54 11 53 12 54 11 53 12

3. DZFF 83 15 86 12 86 12 86 12 86 12 86 12

4. DZMM 83 21 86 18 86 18 86 18 86 18 86 18

5. DZFM 169 30 173 26 173 26 173 26 173 26 171 28

Total 458 87 470 78 469 78 468 79 469 78 466 81

Note. n= 2= complete twin pairs; n= 1 incomplete twin pairs; MZFF=monozygotic female twin pairs; MZMM=monozygotic male twin

pairs; DZFF=dizygotic female twin pairs; DZMM=dizygotic male twin pairs; DZFM=opposite sex dizygotic female-male twin pairs.

Figure 2. Univariate genetic sex limitation model. A, C, and E are latent variables representing additive genetic, shared environmental and

unique variance. A’ is a sex-specific latent variable, able to account for genetic effects present in one sex but not the other. Pf and Pm are the

observed phenotypes of the two twins, distinguished by sex (f = female, m=male) for dizygotic twins (DZs) differing in sex. Alpha (a) is the
genetic correlation between the two twins, set at 1 for monozygotic (MZ) and .5 for DZ twins. b is the shared environmental coefficient, set

at .5 for all twins (all twins in this sample shared the same home environment). Parameters af, cf, ef, and am, cm, em, and a’ are the path

coefficients that we estimate under a maximum likelihood model, and which, in standardised form, represent our estimates of the genetic,

common, and unique sources of variance for the reading and spelling phenotypes. In the analyses presented here, a model in which the a, c,

and e path coefficients were allowed to differ between the sexes was estimated as the saturated model against which less complex models were

tested.
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difference in log-likelihood between the full and the

nested models is asymptotically distributed as a chi-

square statistic, with the degrees of freedom for each

test equalling the difference in degrees of freedom

between the full and nested models.

Results

The means and standard deviations of the raw scores

for each of the six tests are shown in Table III. No

differences in the means for the reading and spelling

measures were observed between first and second

twins or across zygosity for any of the variables.

Significant sex differences were observed for lexical

processing (spelling and reading of irregular words)

and spelling regular words, whereas constraining the

male and female means to be equal provided a good

fit for the nonlexical tasks (nonwords reading and

spelling by regularisation) as well as regular word

reading. A model constraining the variance to be

equal for first and second twins, across zygosity and

across sex fitted the data well for all measures. There

were several minor within-twin pair variance differ-

ences for irregular reading, as well as within-sex

differences for nonword reading and spelling by

regularisation, but no more than would be expected

by chance given the number of comparisons for

means and variances performed.

Twin pair correlations and covariance comparisons

Age-corrected maximum likelihood twin pair poly-

choric correlations and 95% confidence intervals for

each variable are shown in Table IV. For every

variable, MZ correlations were larger than their DZ

counterparts, and for most of the measures of

reading and spelling, the DZ correlations were

clearly larger than half their MZ counterparts

suggesting common environmental effects (rather

than dominance). A model that fixed MZ and DZ

correlations to zero gave a very poor fit in every case,

indicating significant twin pair resemblance for each

measure. Likewise, a model constraining the MZ and

DZ twin pair correlations to be equal fitted worse

than a model allowing for MZ and DZ twin pair

correlations to vary freely. This suggests that additive

gene action is a significant source of familial

aggregation. We next fitted univariate models to

the data in order to test more formally the sources of

variation.

Genetic analyses

Based on observed covariance structure, phenotypic

variance was modelled as a product of additive

genetic variance (A), common environment (C:

nongenetic effects shared by each twin), and unique

variance (E: nongenetic effects not shared by co-

twins, including measurement error). In this paper

we report univariate models for each of the six tests

of reading and of spelling, comparing the goodness-

of-fit of successively restrictive models. For each test,

a nonscalar (general) sex limitation model (Neale &

Cardon, 1992) was constructed in which the A, C,

and E parameters were allowed to differ for male and

female subjects, and, in addition, sex-specific addi-

tive genetic effects were modelled (A’). The variables
comprising the saturated nested alternative models

are shown in Figure 2.

The saturated model (I) was compared to three

reduced models: A common-effects sex-limitation

model (dropping the sex-specific A’ factor: Model

II); a model with a scalar sex limitation factor (Model

III); and a final univariate ACE model, equating A,

C, and E parameters across gender: Model IV.

Reading. Phenotypic modelling of the three single-

word reading measures is presented in Table V. For

each reading measure, Model IV, which constrained

the sources of variance to be qualitatively and

quantitatively equal across sex, provided the most

parsimonious fit to the data. For each measure, the

preferred model could be further simplified by

dropping the common environmental parameter

without any significant change in the log-likelihood

when compared to the saturated ACE model.

Familial aggregation for the three reading measures

could be entirely explained by additive genetic effects

accounting for 73%, 61% and 71% of the variance in

irregular word reading, nonword reading and regular

word, respectively. The remaining sources of var-

iance were attributable to unique environmental

effects including measurement error.

Spelling. Phenotypic modelling results for the three

spelling measures are shown in Table VI. The

preferred models for spelling mirrored those for

reading with one exception. As in the case of the

reading measures, the sex-limitation models were

rejected. Instead, a model (IV) in which the sources

of variance were qualitatively and quantitatively the

same across sex provided the best fit for the spelling

Table III. Six measures of reading and spelling

Task Mean % correct SD

Reading

Regular words 93.6 6.6

Irregular words 80.4 11.1

Nonwords 74.4 15.9

Spelling

Regular words 76.4 12.3

Irregular words 49.8 18.8

Regularising irregular words 45.6 17.5
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measure data. The common environmental para-

meters for irregular-word spelling and spelling by

regularisation, but not regular-word spelling, could

also be dropped from the saturate ACE model

without any significant change in the log-likelihood.

Common environmental effects accounted for 19%

of the variance in regular word spelling while additive

genetic effects explained 76%, 41% and 52% of the

variance in irregular, regular and regularisation-

based spelling respectively.

Table IV. Twin pair correlations (95%CI)

Irregular word reading Regular word reading Nonword reading

MZFF .70 (.55 – .84) .59 (.41 – .73) .68 (.54 – .81)

MZMM .72 (.57 – .85) .56 (.38 – .71) .69 (.55 – .82)

DZFF .43 (.26 – .59) .33 (.14 – .50) .26 (.05 – .45)

DZMM .52 (.34 – .68) .46 (.28 – .61) .42 (.25 – .57)

DZFM .41 (.26 – .55) .26 (.13 – .39) .38 (.24 – .51)

Irregular word spelling Regular word spelling Regularised spelling

MZFF .73 (.61 – .85) .65 (.51 – .77) .57 (.40 – .71)

MZMM .71 (.57 – .84) .48 (.28 – .64) .45 (.19 – .64)

DZFF .40 (.21 – .56) .41 (.23 – .56) .19 (-.07 – .41)

DZMM .46 (.27 – .62) .38 (.20 – .54) .16 (-.03 – .33)

DZFM .42 (.29 – .54) .36 (.24 – .48) .28 (.14 – .42)

Note. MZFF=monozygotic female twin pairs; MZMM=monozygotic male twin pairs; DZFF=dizygotic female twin pairs;

DZMM=dizygotic male twin pairs; DZFM=opposite sex dizygotic female-male twin pairs.

Table V. Univariate model reduction and standardised variance components for reading

Irregular-word reading

Model Af Cf Ef Am Cm Em A’m k – 2LL df D2LL Ddf p

I .54 .17 .30 .23 .33 .27 .16 2679.21 996

II .61 .10 .29 .39 .34 .28 2679.43 997 0.22 1 .64

III .54 .18 .29 .54 .18 .29 .99 2680.64 999 1.21 2 .55

IV .54 .18 .29 .54 .18 .29 2680.65 1000 1.22 3 .75

AE .73 .27 .73 .27 2684.13 1001 3.48 1 .06

CE .51 .49 .51 .49 2698.47 1001 17.82 1 ***

E 1.00 1.00 2828.38 1002 147.73 2 ***

Regular-word reading

Model Af Cf Ef Am Cm Em A’m k – 2LL df D2LL Ddf p

I .54 .07 .39 .08 .38 .41 .12 2745.49 1009

II .58 .03 .39 .20 .39 .42 2745.54 1010 0.05 1 .82

III .52 .07 .40 .52 .07 .40 1.00 2749.39 1012 3.85 2 .15

IV .52 .07 .40 .52 .07 .40 2749.39 1013 3.85 3 .28

AE .61 .39 .61 .39 2749.86 1014 0.47 1 .49

CE .40 .60 .40 .60 2760.50 1014 11.11 1 **

E 1.00 1.00 2838.29 1015 88.90 2 ***

Nonword reading

Model Af Cf Ef Am Cm Em A’m k – 2LL df D2LL Ddf p

I .66 .03 .31 .57 .15 .28 .00 2713.81 1009

II .66 .03 .31 .57 .15 .28 2713.81 1010 0.00 1 1.00

III .66 .05 .29 .66 .05 .29 .99 2714.64 1012 0.83 2 .66

IV .66 .05 .29 .66 .05 .29 2714.70 1013 0.89 3 .83

AE .71 .29 .71 .29 2714.93 1014 0.23 1 .63

CE .47 .53 .47 .53 2740.13 1014 25.43 1 ***

E 1.00 1.00 2854.63 1015 139.93 2 ***

Note. Model I = nonscalar (general) sex limitation; Model II = common effects sex limitation; Model III = scalar sex limitation; Model

IV=no sex limitation with estimates of A (additive genetic), C (common environmental) and E (unique environmental) constrained equal

across sex; Af Cf Ef= female model parameters; Am Cm Em=male model parameters; A’m=unique male additive genetic parameter;

k= scalar constant; – 2LL=26 log likelihood; bold=best fitting model.

*p5 .05; **p5 .01; ***p5 .001.
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Discussion

The present analyses indicate that all six measures of

reading and spelling have substantial heritabilities,

with additive genetic effects accounting for around

three quarters of the variance in reduced models, and

unique environment (including measurement error)

accounting for the remaining variance. With the

moderate power of the present sample, there was

insufficient evidence to support effects of shared

environment. In no case did any form of sex-limited

models fit the data better than models without sex-

specific effects. This is one of the only analyses to

examine sex-differences, and suggests that the causes

of variance in reading are common and have

common patterns of expression across both male

and female readers. Again, much larger samples may

detect effects too small to be significant in our

analyses. Regular-word reading, predicted to reflect

the output of the lexical and nonlexical routes, also

showed a similar pattern of familial aggregation to

that of lexical and nonlexical reading and spelling.

Because this is one of only a very few phenotypic

analyses of spelling, and the only analysis to

distinguish between routes to spelling as predicted

by the dual route model, the data on spelling were of

particular interest. The spelling models mirrored

those for reading, with some suggestion of shared

environment effects on regular spelling. Future

multivariate analyses addressing the common basis

of variance in spelling and reading will therefore be

valuable and are discussed below.

Because many previous studies have used popula-

tions selected for one or more sibs having a reading

disorder, the present data support the value of

normal samples, free from the biases that potentially

confound more selective samples, in demonstrating

heritable variance in clinically important traits,

suggesting that substantial genetic variance exists

within this normal group. The magnitude of these

heritabilities supports the finding that much of the

variance in reading in Western countries is heritable

(Gayan & Olson, 2003).

In line with our view of reading as the orchestrated

functioning of several separate, normally distributed,

processes, the data suggest that the same genetic and

Table VI. Univariate model reduction and standardised variance components for spelling

Irregular-word spelling

Model Af Cf Ef Am Cm Em A’m k – 2LL df D2LL Ddf p

I .68 .08 .24 .53 .22 .26 .00 2666.17 1008

II .68 .08 .24 .53 .22 .56 2666.17 1009 0.00 1 1.00

III .63 .12 .25 .63 .12 .25 1.00 2666.60 1011 0.43 2 .81

IV .63 .12 .25 .63 .12 .25 2666.60 1012 0.43 3 .93

AE .76 .24 .76 .24 2668.38 1013 1.78 1 .18

CE .51 .49 .51 .49 2693.37 1013 26.77 1 ***

E 1.00 1.00 2828.54 1014 161.94 2 ***

Regular-word spelling

Model Af Cf Ef Am Cm Em A’m k – 2LL df D2LL Ddf p

I .52 .17 .31 .19 .31 .48 .02 2693.50 1007

II .53 .16 .31 .20 .31 .49 2693.51 1008 0.01 1 .92

III .41 .19 .39 .41 .19 .39 1.00 2697.69 1010 4.18 2 .12

IV .41 .19 .39 .41 .19 .39 2697.69 1011 4.18 3 .24

AE .64 .36 .64 .36 2701.49 1012 3.80 1 .05

CE .46 .54 .46 .54 2706.27 1012 8.58 1 **

E 1.00 1.00 2817.31 1013 119.62 2 ***

Regularisation spelling test

Model Af Cf Ef Am Cm Em A’m k – 2LL df D2LL Ddf p

I .55 .00 .45 .47 .00 .53 .00 2797.25 1006

II .55 .00 .45 .47 .00 .53 2797.25 1007 0.00 1 1.00

III .52 .00 .48 .52 .00 .48 1.00 2800.44 1009 3.19 2 .20

IV .52 .00 .48 .52 .00 .48 2800.44 1010 3.19 3 .36

AE .52 .48 .52 .48 2800.44 1011 0.00 1 1.00

CE .31 .69 .31 .69 2812.33 1011 11.89 1 **

E 1.00 1.00 2858.46 1012 58.02 2 ***

Note. Model I = nonscalar (general) sex limitation; Model II = common effects sex limitation; Model III = scalar sex limitation; Model

IV=no sex limitation with estimates of A (additive genetic), C (common environmental) and E (unique environmental) constrained equal

across sex; Af Cf Ef= female model parameters; Am Cm Em=male model parameters; A’m=unique male additive genetic parameter;

k= scalar constant; – 2LL=26 log likelihood; bold=best fitting model.

*p5 .05; **p5 .01; ***p5 .001.
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environmental variance that is involved in more

extreme difficulties in reading may be implicated in

normal, skilled reading and spelling. Future work on

this sample will report genome-wide scan analyses

for the two core components of reading identified by

DRC, and fine-mapping analyses for each of these

phenotypes at existing candidate linkage sites, but it

is clear both that theoretically valid phenotypic

measures are valuable in articulating traits for multi-

variate behaviour and genetic analysis, and that tests

which target specific components within the dual-

route model itself will be of particular value in

advancing our understanding of the genetic bases of

reading.

Future linkage studies

Although progress has been made in genetic research

on reading, in particular linkage to chromosome 6

(Cardon et al., 1994; Gayan et al., 1999; Smith,

Kimberling, Pennington, & Lubs, 1983), no genes

have yet been found. Understanding the functional

role of the genes at these sites would represent a

fundamental breakthrough in our understanding of

reading.

In part, characterising gene function relies on

adequate specification of the phenotypes controlled

by these genes. Although traits as broad as vocabu-

lary and single-word reading and as (relatively)

narrow as nonword reading are linked to sites such

as chromosome 6, these phenotypes are known not,

in fact, to be basic psychological processes. As

discussed previously, impaired nonword reading

can be the outcome of disruptions at a number of

discrete sites within the DRC model: visual feature

analysis, letter identification, letter – sound rule

application, and the phoneme level (see Figure 1).

Future research, then, should pursue these still-more

basic phenotypes.

Further genome-wide scans are also required: the

currently known linkages are insufficient to account

for the known levels of heritability for reading

disorder. Thus, it is clear that a genome-wide scan

is likely to uncover additional linkage sites in the

absence of additional phenotypic or endophenotypic

information.

Multivariate studies

It will be valuable to apply full multivariate analysis

methods to the current data. This will happen

shortly, when all available subjects have been

contacted and assessed. A potential 100 additional

subjects are available, which will increase the power

of the study somewhat. Phenotypically, multivariate

studies will allow us to determine whether the

genetic causes of variance in reading and in spelling

overlap, and, if so, if they overlap along lines

predicted by the dual route model. Multivariate

analyses of the phenotypes will also be able to

indicate if reading and spelling of regular words are

determined by the genetic and environmental influ-

ences affecting lexical and nonlexical reading (which

we predict from the dual route model of reading) or

whether they have their own unique genetic or

environmental sources of variance. In combination

with genetic data, it will also be possible to examine

the association of existing (and new) genetic linkage

markers to each of the cognitive modules within the

dual route model, and to understand why the

particular patterns of association occur in terms of

the cognitive processes affected by these linkages.

For example, markers on chromosome 6 have been

linked with both irregular-word reading and non-

word reading (Gayan et al., 1999; Marlow et al.,

2003). Such joint-linkage may suggest a role for the

gene in the C6p22 (a region on the short arm of

chromosome 6) region in modules that are shared by

both DRC routes for reading. One might predict,

then, that the linkage here is for letter input or

phonological output. Alternatively, the linkage may

reflect a biochemical or structural factor affecting the

neural processes of both lexical access and nonlexical

grapheme – phoneme conversion. Only work with the

power of large samples and specific phenotypes

targeting these components can answer these ques-

tions, and it is hoped that such studies can be

completed.

Finally, as the full nomological network of genes,

causal pathways, psychological variables and out-

comes becomes better understood, new possibilities

for research become apparent. As genetics helps to

explain the origin of the different types of reading

skill that we observe, it may also allow genetic

predictions to contrast theories of reading such as the

dual route model, which we have adopted to models

of reading such as the triangle models (Harm &

Seidenberg, 1999), which do not utilise separate

systems for grapheme – phoneme correspondence

and whole-word lexical access, but rather rely on

the learning of a single distributed network to

generate both of these effects. Although both types

of model agree that different types of dyslexia occur

(Curtin, Manis, & Seidenberg, 2001) they differ in

very basic ways in how they explain reading. Multi-

variate modelling of the present data may be used to

test for evidence for separate genetic or environ-

mental sources for the dual routes proposed by

DRC, or to reject such models in favour of single

shared genetic and environmental source, shared by

all forms of word reading. It is also the case that both

the psychological and biological causes of failure to

read (either lexically or nonlexically) are currently an

open question: there are several candidates, for
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instance rapid temporal sequencing as an on-line aid

requisite to decoding graphemes into phonemes, and

working memory constraints on learning new sym-

bol – sound connections as a basis for accumulating

the lexicon. Covariance (or lack thereof) of traits

such as temporal sequence skill and phonological

loop length with the genes for reading would provide

powerful tests of these hypothesised causes of read-

ing.
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Appendix A. Castles Coltheart and Bates Test of Reading

Regular Irregular Nonwords

bed blood aspy

brandy bouquet baft

caddy bowl bleaner

chance break blick

check ceiling boril

chicken cello borp

context chamois brennet

cord chassis brinth

creole choir crat

crux colonel delk

curb come doash

drop cough drick

flannel couple farl

free crépe floatchtwail

give deaf framp

grail depot ganten

hand eye gop

inset friend grenty

life gauge gurve

long genre gwextoint

luck gist hest

magnate good morshab

market head norf

marsh iron peef

mist island peng

mustang lose phleptish

navy mauve pite

need meringue pleech

nerve middle pofe

peril routine rint

plant shoe seldent

pump shove shoathe

quaver soiree spatch

sleek soul spoltchurb

stench sure stendle

tail tomb streanshelth

take wolf tapple

vista work tharque

weasel yacht thurnlurse

wedding zealot trofe

Appendix B. Regular- and irregular-word spelling measure

1. shove* 10. spread* 19. wand* 28. bald*

2. lymph* 11. gnome* 20. dank 29. sting

3. dog 12. loin 21. crypt* 30. drink

4. shin 13. plaid* 22. twang 31. quip

5. mesh 14. ghoul* 23. pith 32. dwarf*

6. scream* 15. sign* 24. niche* 33. chrome*

7. tinge 16. vim 25. cinch* 34. midst

8. hunch 17. void 26. goad* 35. sieve*

9. zip 18. rhyme* 27. champ 36. thrift

Note. *Words irregular for spelling. Unmarked items are regular

for spelling.

Appendix C. ‘‘Spell it as it sounds’’ regularised spelling measure

Target word Acceptable spellings

spread spred

sign sine

scream skreem or screem

dwarf dworf

bald balled or borld

niche nish or neesh

chrome crome or croam or krome or kroam

plaid plad

sieve sive or siv

rhyme rime

wand wond

shove shuv

crypt kript

gnome nome or noam

lymph limf

ghoul gool

goad goed

cinch sinch
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